
Basic instruction: Handicraft technique napkin technique
Instructions No. 1248

Have you ever heard of the popular Napkin technique heard? Simple objects made of wood, papier-mâché, glass and porcelain or textiles
can be transformed into true jewellery and unique pieces in just a few steps. In this manual we explain the  basics of the .

Which materials do you need for the " "?

For this handicraft technique you will need, besides the desired object, a Napkin with a motif of your choice, a napkin brush, silhouette scissors, spray glue
and the matching and Napkin varnishadhesive.

What isNapkin techniquethe best way to proceed with the " "?

If you want to Napkins stick on a wooden or cardboard object, first prime it with a light colour. This will Napkin improve the colour strength of the wood or
cardboard object. Now select the motifs you want to Napkin use and cut them out carefully with the silhouette scissors. If you decide on a particularly filigree
motif, it is advisable to use a scalpel for help

The next step is to remove the unprinted napkin layers. Sometimes these do not come off so easily, but a fine pair of tweezers can help. Spray the object of
your choice with some spray glue and place the cut-out motifs in the desired position. If you wish, you can move them again, as the spray adhesive does not
stick immediately

Once all motifs are in the right place, wear the matching Napkin varnish with a napkin brush. Make sure that you do not apply too much pressure on the
varnish, otherwise it may Napkin tear. Let the varnish dry well. Finally, the object can be processed as desired further . Small accessories can be applied with
hot glue or lettering and messages can be applied with one Fineliners

Article number Article name Qty
726085 VBS Napkin varnish "Matt"100 ml 1
120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1
560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1
727945 VBS Napkin varnish "Textile" 1
727952 VBS Napkin varnish "Glass & Porcelain" 1
727068 KREUL Candle Potch, 150 ml 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/craft-techniques/napkin-technique/
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